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Abstract. Recent hype in social analytics has modernized personal credit
scoring to take advantage of rapidly changing non-financial data. At the same
time business credit scoring still relies on financial data and is based on tradi-
tional methods. Such approaches, however, have the following limitations. First,
financial reports are compiled typically once a year, hence scoring is infrequent.
Second, since there is a delay of up to two years in publishing financial reports,
scoring is based on outdated data and is not applied to young businesses. Third,
quality of manually crafted models, although human-interpretable, is typically
inferior to the ones constructed via machine learning.
In this paper we describe an approach for applying extreme gradient boosting

with Bayesian hyper-parameter optimization and ensemble learning for business
credit scoring with frequently changing/updated data such as debts and network
metrics from board membership/ownership networks. We report accuracy of the
learned model as high as 99.5%. Additionally we discuss lessons learned and
limitations of the approach.

Keywords: Business credit scoring � Machine learning � Boosted decision tree
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1 Introduction

Credit scoring is an effective tool to assess credit risks of individuals and businesses. In
business credit scoring literature credit risk is often defined as likelihood of default and
its numerical representation is called credit score. In this paper, credit score is defined
as likelihood of default within the following 12 months such as commonly used in
industry [24].

Most often credit scoring is applied in the context of loan applications (in B2C
domain) or when setting payment terms of invoices (in B2B domain). Hence the quality
of a credit scoring model affects directly the amount of cash companies loose. In the
context of business credit scoring, history of credit risk modelling goes back to late
1960s when numerous studies were devoted to model business failure using publicly
available data and combining it with statistical classification techniques [27].
Pioneering work and one of the first attempts to perform modern statistical failure
analysis was done by Tamari [3]. Since 1990s there has been a steady growth in the
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number of articles related to credit risk using artificial intelligence and machine
learning methods [22, 23, 26]. A few possible reasons can be associated with the
increased interest in credit risk modelling - rapid development of some new data
mining techniques, the availability of more open credit datasets, the growth of credit
products and credit markets [4]. By following the trends, first attempts have been made
in application of machine learning methods (support vector machines [28], neural
networks [29] and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [1, 26]). XGBoost [16] has
proven its superiority in discriminating negative and positive events wrt other learning
methods [1, 26] including very popular logistic regression which is extensively used in
credit scoring area [2]. Further details on recent advances in the field can be found from
a review compiled by Zięba et al. [26].

The business credit scoring models still rely mainly on financial data having the
following drawbacks. First, financial reports are compiled typically once a year leading
to infrequent scoring. Second, since there is a delay of up to a year in publishing
financial reports, scoring is based on outdated data.

Regarding our contribution and goal of paper we advanced the state of art in
business credit scoring by demonstrating that combination of rapidly changing datasets
and top machine learning method XGBoost will lead to business credit scoring model
with utmost accuracy in practical settings. More specifically, we used features extracted
from company debts and network metrics from board membership/ownership networks
in addition to features used in business credit scoring with traditional approaches.
Based on such features we defined multiple models, which in turn we combined with
ensemble learning into a model, which will predict with accuracy as high as 99.5%
what will be the likelihood of a default event in a company within the following 12
months. Also, by our knowledge we made a first attempt to model forced deletions of
companies together with bankruptcies in one model along with using Bayesian
hyper-parameter optimization. Wrt model validation credit decisions made by credit
specialists were compared with credit scores of fitted model. Wrt model description
approach not implemented in [1, 26] has been used (described in Sect. 6.2).

The paper is organized as follows. Problem description is explicitly formulated in
Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 dataset and sampling methodology are described. In Sect. 4 mod-
eling and scoring process is described. Section 5 outlines evaluation of results. In
Sect. 6 the learned model is described. Finally, conclusions are summarized together
with discussion related to threats to validity and future work in Sect. 7. For more
detailed documentation refer please to our full report [25] which includes also infor-
mation of how to access training and validation data set along with used R functions for
training and validation of all models.

2 Problem Description and Preliminaries

In its essence, corporate credit risk evaluation is to make a classification of good and
bad companies. Importance of the ability to accurately evaluate credit worthiness of
customers cannot be overrated as extending credit to insolvent customers directly
results in loss of profit and money. Correct determination whether a customer is solvent
or there are some indications of default enables the company to minimize costs and
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maximize earnings by choosing reliable customers. Default occurs when a company
cannot meet its contractual financial obligations as they come due. More specifically, a
company is technically insolvent if it cannot meet its current obligations as they come
due, despite the value of its assets exceeding the value of its liabilities. A company is
legally insolvent if the value of its assets is less than the value of its liabilities and a
company is bankrupt if it is unable to pay its debts and files a bankruptcy petition [5].
In the model proposed by this paper the bad companies (with positive event of risk) are
bankruptcies or forced deletions of companies (informal bankruptcy), good companies
(with negative event of risk) are companies non-failed and operating companies (an
overview of all research done on credit risk models shows that this is appropriate way
of defining bad and good companies for credit risk [6]). To be precise, in Estonia there
are certain requirements established for companies that need to be met for legally
staying as an operating company. Those requirements are set by Commercial Code of
Estonia [7]. These requirements also include regulations for equity and submission of
annual reports. So, rather than being just a traditional bankruptcy prediction model, this
model is predicting the risk of a company either going bankrupt or being deleted due to
their failure of meeting specific requirements set by Commercial Code.

3 Dataset Description

In this section we describe data sample and variables used for modeling.

3.1 Sample Used for Modeling

The sample dataset used in the model training consists of bad companies (in total of
17,953 cases) and good companies that have been active in the same period (in total of
190,804 cases). Information regarding bankrupt and forcefully deleted companies was
gathered from Business Register of Estonia and the bankruptcies and forceful deletions
from the event period 01.01.2015–31.05.2017 were used. Events from earlier period
were not included into analysis due to lack of data availability of explanatory variables
(variables used in the models). The date of the bankruptcy or deletion is set to the
earliest date of bankruptcy announcement available for us. Companies that have a
lower credit risk (negative cases) are the companies that have been active in the event
period. Companies registered later than 31.05.2015 were removed from the sample as
these companies have little or no historical information that could be used in the
training phase. The event dates for negative cases were set so that the event dates of
positive and negative cases would be similarly distributed allowing us to reduce the
effect that the event period (incl. external macro-economic factors) might have on
events if the dates for negative cases would have been selected with a different method.

3.2 Variables Used in Modeling

Variables used in the model were selected by the insights and knowledge about
insolvent companies - variables that characterize a typical insolvent company according
to domain experts. More precisely, variables formatted as italic in the Table 1 below
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are being used in expert models. Most of the variables have been used in modeling
multiple times, i.e. we have used values of these variables at different time points
(1–6 months/quarters and 2 years before the event by the results of analysis done in
[8]). Set of different time points is used to provide sufficient information for the model
to recognize patterns of change in time (e.g. increase or decrease in tax debts, changes
in the VAT registration). We used the same 164 variables in each individual model for
modeling a positive event happening in each subsequent month of 12-month period and
since the computation time for fitting all 12 individual models was acceptable (1 h per
model in average) no variable selection was needed.

For fitting individual models following explanatory variables have been used:

Table 1. Variables used for modelling

Category of variable Granularity #Variables Variables

Tax Month 48 Total tax debt, postponed tax debt, disputed
tax debt, tax debt interest, postponed tax debt
interest, whether VAT is registered or not,
number of days past due date of VAT
registration, number of unsubmitted tax
declarations

Quarter 12 Paid state taxes, paid personnel taxes

Annual reports of companies Year 16 Turnover, balance, floating assets, capital
assets, current liabilities, long term liabilities,
equity, net income

Month 6 Number of unsubmitted annual reports

Network data (board
members/co-executives/owners
and companies)

Month 42 owner degree*, owner PageRank**, board
degree, board PageRank, overall degree,
overall PageRank, board degree for negative
score***

Company related (as of end of
historical period****)

N/A 28 Age of company, initial capital of company,
main activity of company, type of company

Debt Month 6 Amount of total debts to suppliers

Derivates Month 6 Historical company reputation score*****

* Degree is a feature reflecting the information available on the registry card of the company. Degree shows
the number of incoming and outgoing relations of the company.
** PageRank is a link analysis algorithm that assigns a numerical weight to each company. The calculated
weight shows the importance of each single company relative to the whole graph. PageRank considers all
nodes of the graph and is therefore a global metric. PageRank is a probability of ending up at that node after
starting from a random node in the network [8] and therefore it is a numerical value between 0 and 1 for each
company.
*** Board degree for negative score shows the number of companies with a bad reputation (reputation of the
company is a negative number) related to the board members of the respective company.
**** Historical period is the period before event period, last month/quarter/year in that period belongs to
event period.
***** Historical score is an internal derivate of Register OÜ which is computed by different business rules
considering different features reflecting the “health” of company.
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4 Modeling and Scoring

In this section we first describe sampling and data partitioning approach for individual
models and ensemble model (using outputs from all individual models as inputs pre-
dicting probability that positive event will be happen within the following 12 months).
Then the process of model building is elaborated where in total 13 models are learned.
After this scoring mechanism is described and finally we described how we use credit
score distribution to define credit classes, which are used in credit management and
other applications.

4.1 Sampling

Since the number of positive cases is significantly smaller than the number of negative
cases, we need to address the imbalance problem in the training set. In literature various
techniques have been documented for both resampling and algorithmic ensemble
techniques in addressing the imbalance problem [9, 10]. In treating the imbalance
problem of our training set, we applied extreme gradient boosting, avoiding resampling
techniques which have many undesirable properties. As a result, no sampling methods
are applied to both training and test sample. Therefore, the training and evaluation of
the model performance is based on the imbalanced data set which is representative of
the actual real-life data.

We actually applied previously under-sampling for balancing training data sets for
all individual models and it resulted in too high number of false positives (positive
event was predicted by model while no such event actually happened). It was due to the
essence of under-sampling – it threw out majority of negative cases from training data
and some patterns were lost for distinguishing two classes.

We used 50/50 ratio to split overall sample set of cases into training and test sample
via random selection without replacement. Then by using the training cases we created
in total, 13 training datasets - 12 datasets for fitting of individual models and one
dataset for fitting an ensemble model. All training datasets for individual models
contained the same list of companies from training sample. Each training dataset
contains therefore 104,378 companies. Each training dataset for certain single model
contained the fact of event with event rate of 8.6% and explanatory variables from
aligned historical period. The training dataset for ensemble model was constructed
from test datasets of individual models. It contains predictions of all individual models
on their test datasets and true label (whether a positive event has happened or not).

In total, we created two test datasets from the rest of 50% of the initial sample (from
which 50% of data has been used for modeling of all individual models) with random
selection without replacement with sample rate of 50%. One test data set was reserved
for validation of all individual models while second one was reserved for validation of
ensemble model.

4.2 Model Building

In total 13 models were fitted - 12 individual models and an ensemble model. We used
state of the art classification method of XGBoost both for individual models and
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ensemble model. This method has been used in different Kaggle competitions with
great success [11] and for creation of credit scoring models both for B2C and B2B
domain [1, 26]. For optimizing hyperparameters of the models most promising
hyperparameter tuning method was used: model-based (aka Bayesian hyper-parameter)
optimization [12]. We compared it also with other optimization methods, but it turned
out that above-mentioned method gave the best performance. As implementation,
R packages “mlr” and “mlrMBO” were used [12, 13]. In Fig. 1 modeling process of
individual models and the ensemble model is summarized. Yellow boxes in Fig. 1 with
label “Y” denote months (so-called “target windows” [20], p. 96) where events are
found in initial sample and boxes with label “X” denote historical time-periods
(so-called “observation windows” [20], p. 96) the values for explanatory variables are
taken from.

4.3 Scoring

We trained 12 individual models that use data from different time-periods before the
event allowing us to predict default of a company at the scoring date and up to 11
months before the potential default event as follows. For “Model 0” we used for
training timeseries variables from 0 to 5 months before the event for features with
monthly granularity. Using this model with current data allows us to predict if the
company becomes insolvent on the current month. In “Model 1” we used for training

Fig. 1. Modeling scheme of fitting individual models and ensemble model. (Color figure online)
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the model features from 1 to 6 months prior to the event with monthly granularity.
Using this model with current data allows us to predict if the company becomes
insolvent on the next month from the current date. Analogously other individual
models are trained and used until “Model 11” where training data involves data from
11 to 17 months before the event for time series features with monthly granularity.
Using this model with current data allows us to predict if the company becomes
insolvent on the 11th month from the current date.

Since we defined credit score as likelihood of default within 12 months we combine
the preceding 12 individual models via ensemble model to provide a single credit risk
score. Additionally, when scoring we by default assign credit score of 1 to all bank-
rupted companies and companies in liquidation as of scoring date.

4.4 Credit Risk Classes

In practical decision-making often a credit score as a probability is too abstract for
humans to interpret. Therefore in practice often (usually, 5 classes by industry standard
[24]) credit classes are defined and used instead of credit scores. Hence we also divided
credit scores into 5 classes to be usable in the credit management and other processes.
We used Jenks natural breaks optimization [14] to calculate boundaries for credit risk
classes by using probabilities of event from scored ensemble model as of 28.11.2017 as
input. Allocation points for the risk classes are chosen to be the credit score values
which divide the whole spectrum of values of credit scores into clusters where density
of credit scores is as high as possible - that should indicate that the distinction between
the groups is the best at those points [14]. In Fig. 2 credit score distribution (on left side
of figure) and the corresponding division into credit score classes (on right side of
figure) are depicted. In the left hand side of Fig. 2 one can see usual distribution of
scored probabilities of strong classifier i.e. they are distributed like a “bathtub” -
majority of probabilities are near values 0 and 1.

Fig. 2. Distribution of credit scores (left); Distribution of credit scores by risk classes (right).
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5 Model Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the learned model from three perspective. First we evaluate
model performance wrt test dataset. Then we compare scoring results from model wrt
credit specialist decisions for the same cases. Finally, we perform retrospective analysis
of the model.

5.1 Performance of the Model on Test Dataset

In Fig. 3 overview of assessment results of ensemble model by test data is compactly
presented.

For comparison purposes, individual models have been fitted and evaluated with
two different methods - extreme gradient boosting (“xgboost”) and random forests with
under-sampling (“rf”) as reference model which was used in production at the time of
experimenting with new approach. We used two heuristics for aggregating results of
12 models - “Maximum” means that final score is calculated by taking maximum of
scores by individual models, while “Ensemble” means that ensemble learning was used
to combine results of individual models. Experimental results indicate that ensemble
model based on extreme gradient boosting has best performance wrt accuracy, AUC
and several other metrics. Regarding false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) we
can see that extreme gradient boosting based model is producing more false negatives
(positive event was not predicted by model while such event has happened actually)
while at the same time less false positives at much higher rate. Further details regarding
used performance metrics can be found in [15].

Fig. 3. Performance of ensemble models and reference models.
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5.2 Credit Management Specialist Decisions vs Model Estimates

For understanding in which extent the learned model reflects credit decisions made by
humans, we compared scores of companies with the credit decisions made by credit
specialists. The decision dataset was provided by company Kreedix OÜ for the period
15.09.2016–14.03.2017. Credit decisions are made in the process of analyzing trade
receivables (sales invoices) in the context of Invoice-to-Cash business process [25].
Credit decisions for each debtor may be either “Yes”, “No” or “Wait”. Credit decision
“Yes” means that the invoice receiver (debtor) company is eligible to credit, “No”
means that it is not advised to extend credit to the debtor, “Wait” means that further
data should be collected before making the credit decision (basically “No”). Credit
decisions are made by using in addition to company’s public data (plentiful of what we
used for model learning) and inside knowledge (e.g. creditor’s notes) also invoice data
such as the amount of debt and the number of days payment is due date.

Distribution of credit scores along with bootstrapped confidence intervals for the
median by credit decisions “NO”, “WAIT” and “YES” are depicted in Fig. 4. We can
see that credit scores (as logarithm of probabilities of event) by model are quite well in
accordance with credit decisions of credit specialists, i.e. distributions of credit scores
across different type of credit decisions are quite different and aligned wrt credit
decisions (the lower the credit score the better the credit decision). In summary, we can
conclude that model reflects credit decisions made by humans.

5.3 Retrospective Analysis

Here we found retrospective performance of model i.e. knowing actual events during
time-period 1.06.2017–31.10.2017 we predicted what would have been the probability
of event as of 0, 1, 2, 5, 8 and 11 months before event for each company by scoring
them with fitted ensemble model. Sample for validation has been created similarly to

Fig. 4. Comparison of scores of XGboost ensemble model with credit decisions.
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the sampling process used during modeling - i.e. including all positive events which
occurred in before mentioned time-period and sampling negative events from the same
time-period having distribution of dates as similar as possible for both negative and
positive events.

As expected, it follows from Fig. 5 that the model is most accurate as of 0 months
before the event (bankruptcies and deletions are evaluated with a much higher credit
risk compared to normal companies) and less accurate as of 11 months before the
event. The prediction accuracy for several months ahead is not very satisfactory wrt
prediction accuracy for few months ahead. It might be influenced by used modeling
framework in which case for predicting the positive event for several months ahead the
observation window and target window are located quite far away from each other and
therefore quite outdated data are used for fitting of individual models. We can also see
from figure that predicting deletions is more accurate compared to bankruptcies. This
can be explained with the presence of annual reports submission information in the
model along with larger proportion of deleted companies in training dataset and the fact
that not multinomial but binary classification has been used. Also, we can see that
variance of predicted credit scores by confidence intervals of median for bankruptcies
is very high wrt deletions.

However, in summary, comparing primarily the distribution of credit scores of
good companies wrt to credit scores of bad companies we can conclude that model
behaves quite acceptable on data set used for retrospective analysis.

6 Model Description

In this section description we analyze the key characteristics both of the individual
models (taking as an example “Model 0”) and ensemble model. Since “black-box”
method is used for fitting the classification model, there are by far lesser options to

Fig. 5. Credit risk predictions for companies on the data of retrospective analysis.
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describe the resulting individual models compared to logistic regression with its mature
framework [2]. However, there are some tools which could help us to understand the
individual models. First, we used relative variable importance (RVI) provided by
extreme gradient boosting model [16]. Second, we used so-called partial dependence
plots (PDP) [17]. Finally, we described the ensemble model wrt risk classes by com-
paring distributions of explanatory variables in all of them giving some general patterns
for distinction of credit classes and gaining a formal description of credit risk scores
classes.

6.1 Relative Variable Importance and Partial Dependence Plots

Here the aim is to understand what kind of explanatory variables are playing supreme
role in predicting of positive event in individual models. In the current framework all
variables are used for fitting individual models. Therefore, no variable importance
evaluation was needed during modeling. However, since extreme gradient boosting is a
“black-box” method, then for describing this type of model, RVI can be used. RVI
shows how important is the variable in contributing to the ability for differentiate two
classes. Also, PDP can be used for the similar purpose. PDP are low-dimensional
graphical renderings of the prediction function so that the relationship between the
outcome and predictors of interest can be more easily understood [17]. In Fig. 6 RVI
(on left) and PDP (on right) partial for the “Model 0” and variable “score” (company
reputation score) have been produced.

From the RVI we can see that most important variables (considering first 15 most
important features in the “Model 0”) by extreme gradient boosting model are number of
unsubmitted annual reports (the one as of most recent month is the most important
variable in “Model 0”), historical score, company age, company type (OÜ/not OÜ),
owner degree and state tax. From the PDP we can see that the higher historical
reputation score as of most recent month the lower the probability of event.

Fig. 6. Plots of relative variable importance (left) and partial dependence (right).
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6.2 Formal Description of Credit Risk Scores Classes

In this section the goal is to describe ensemble model by exploring and differentiating
credit risk classes with help of scoring data. Similar approach is currently being used in
SAS® Enterprise Miner™ [18].

Columns of matrix (“1”–“5”) in Fig. 7 denote credit risk classes, rows of matrix
present a selection of explanatory variables used in modelling (the most recent
time-period has been chosen). In the figure, next to the name of variable in the brackets
there are mean values of that variable by credit risk classes in original scale of variable.
Cells of matrix represent result of comparison of distributions in given credit class and
population for a given variable (the brighter the cell (lower the value in the cell) the
lower the values of variable in risk class than in population in average). For example, if
credit risk class is “1” then by population we mean all the rest of other risk classes
(“2”–“5”). In the last column “Trend” trend for a given variable is presented wrt
moving from best credit risk class (“1”) towards worst one (“5”). For instance, we can
see that there is a linear trend for variable “Score history” - the lower the values for
variable “score history” in average, the worse the credit risk class in terms of credit
score.

Fig. 7. Description of credit risk classes.
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7 Conclusions, Threats to Validity and Future Work

In this paper we described a novel approach for modelling credit risk of companies. We
applied extreme gradient boosting with Bayesian hyper-parameter optimization and
ensemble learning with rapidly changing data to learn a model, which predicts likeli-
hood of a default event of a business in 12 months. The learned model has accuracy of
99.5%. For confirming that the high accuracy has impact in practical settings, we
performed additionally retrospective analysis and a case study where we analyzed
credit scoring results by the model wrt credit management specialist decisions. In
retrospective analysis we reviewed the credit scores that the model provided for the
insolvent companies 0, 1, 2, 5, 8 and 11 months before event. Retrospective analysis
proved that the predictive ability of the model is acceptable even 11 months before the
event giving confidence that the model is applicable in predicting events up to
12 months ahead.

Validation of the model wrt credit decisions made by domain experts shows that the
model performs quite well in terms of making credit decisions. Furthermore, the
analysis shows, that our credit risk model is able to capture some cases where a manual
credit decision made by a specialist may be questionable. However, it should be noted
that there may be deviations both ways - manual assessments may be incorrect in times
and credit risk model also has some deviations and exceptions. By now the model is put
into practice and is used by Estonian businesses in everyday decision-making via
products of Register OÜ and its partners.

However, there are some threats to validity related to the proposed model wrt to
bias in sampling, availability of data, modeling process and usability of model. For
remedies please refer to future work activities provided at the end of current section.

Regarding sample used in modeling, we have excluded young companies from
training sample since they have only few data points available for training. In the credit
model it is reflected in young companies having scores from slightly higher risk class
compared to average companies, which seems to make sense if we assume that if not
much is known about the company then the potential risk is higher as well. Also, we
have excluded from negative cases companies for which tax debts were monotonically
increasing since this is an early indicator of a potential default event. Anyway, there
should be no need for that explicitly once time series derivates (incl. univariate
statistics, linear and non-linear trends, different statistics wrt variations around trends)
will be added into modeling process. Positive cases mostly consist of company deletion
events due to multiple unsubmitted annual reports. There has been recently significant
rise in such events since Estonian Business Register deletes more systematically
companies, which have failed to submit their annual reports multiple consecutive years
in a row. In the model this means that the number of unsubmitted annual reports is a
dominative feature. However, importance of this feature is subject of change if
behavior of Estonian Business Register will change.

Regarding modeling process, all missing values for numeric variables were
replaced with zeros. This was done primarily due to fact that the same method for
handling missing values has been used for reference model. Regarding classification
methods “state of the art” algorithm XGBoost has been used alone due to satisfactory
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results. Currently, in total 13 models needs to be fitted. In case the number of poten-
tially useful explanatory variables and number of observations will grow some more
compact and flexible approach for modeling and variable selection is needed. There are
also several threats to validity wrt retrospective analysis which are described in
according section.

Regarding usage of current model for other than Estonian market there might be
present some restrictions - more precisely, some important explanatory variables like
tax debts might not be available at all or the collecting process of all data needed for
modeling might be too expensive for larger markets.

Currently we use only a limited amount of network features (degree, PageRank
[19]) derived from networks of board members/owners and companies. In future we
will add support for a wider variety of network types, e.g. networks of companies and
locations, and network metrics, e.g. eigenvector centrality, Kleinberg’s authority cen-
trality etc. We also see value in adding additional variables derived from time series for
improving the model wrt detection of “edge” cases [19–21]. Current model does not
consider default events related to disruptions in payments. We have started collecting
late payment data and believe that features from this data could be beneficial to the
model and everyday credit scoring as well. For improving accuracy of predicting
defaults financial ratios have been applied in practice [26]. We are also interested in
exploring multinomial discrete hazard survival data mining model which have several
good properties wrt current approach [30]. Finally, we have recently initiated a new
project, which aims at performing credit scoring by experimenting with plenty of
different classification algorithms using freely available web data only. This project
represents a shift towards big data scoring, where we intend to explore the enhance-
ments outlined earlier.
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